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Method.  The master  list  of  LIS  journals was created by  combining  the 
journal listings of secondary sources indexing the field's literature. These 
sources were six databases focusing on LIS literature: INFODATA,  Current  
Contents,  Library and  Information Science Abstracts,  Library  Information 
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 1   Introduction
1  Introduction
Bundy & Matthews, 1993













 1   Introduction
In the UK, Scientometric methods are used at regular intervals for the Re­
search Assessment Exercise (RAE) to determine the allocation of funding to 





































































is   ranked   to   identify   'core'   journals,   other   useful   possibilities   emerge. 
Nisonger (1999) notes that rankings such as this have multiple uses:
...   journal  rankings are used by scholars  for  manuscript submission 
decisions and for planning their publication agenda; for assessment of 










 1   Introduction
Online and CD­ROM abstracting/indexing and full­text databases have 
become   the  mainstream  tools   in   libraries   to   find   information   about 








































































 2   Theoretical Background
The   suffix   'metrics'   is   “derived   either   from   the   Latin   or   Greek   word 





closely related,  especially Bibliometrics,   Informetrics and Scientometrics, 
and have significant overlap: 
...   it  may be pertinent to mention here that the overlapping between 
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limiting  the scope of  Biliometrics  to bibliographies. Their definition also 
shows some overlap with Scientometrics, a fact that will  be clearer after 
reading the next section (2.1.2): 



















the work of  Campbell (1896).   However, most overviews give  Hulme (1923) 
and  Cole & Eales (1917)  as the earliest work in Bibliometrics, a fact that 
may   be   attributed   to   them   being   listed   in   Pritchard's   initial   paper 
(Pritchard, 1969). 
Further overviews and examples of Bibliometrics not mentioned above 




overview  see   for   example:    Nicolaisen   (2007);  Ritberger  & Harms  (2003)  and  Smith
(1981).  A more critical  discussion of  citation analysis  can be  found at,   for  example, 
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detailed   overview   of   the   history   of   Bibliometrics.   An   example   of   a 










...   there   is  more   to   science  and   technology   for   scientometricians   to 
measure and analyze than its  literature output;  e.g.,  the practices of 
researchers,   the   socio­organizational   structures,   research   and 
development  management,   the  role  of   science  and  technology   in   the 



























Russian   scientists   Namilov   and   Mulchenko   coined   the   Russian   term 
'naukometriya', the Russian equivalent of the term Scientometrics (Nalimov












4Homepage   of   Tibor   Bown  ►http://www.chem.elte.hu/departments/anal/braun.html 
and ►http://tibor­braun.freeweb.hu/
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...   the measurement of  all  quantitative data directly related to  libraries. 
(Brookes, 1990:40) 
or the study of
...   information   processes   and   information   handling   in   libraries   and 
information   centres   by   quantitatively   analysing   the   characteristics   and 
behaviour of documents, library staff and library users.


































specifically  directed   to   the   goals   of   bibliometrics   and   of   information 











rics   several   other   terms   were   used,   among   them  Web   Bibliometry 
(Chakrabarti, Dom, Kumar, Raghavan, Rajagopalan, Tomkins, 1999), Inter­




Thelwall & Vaughan  (2004)  defined  the  aim of  Webometrics as   follows: 
“Webometrics encompasses all quantitative studies of Web­related phenom­
ena.”   (p.   1213)  and  Björneborn   &   Ingwersen   (2001)  describe   it   as 
“investigating  the  nature  and properties  of   the  Web drawing  on modern 
informetric  methodologies”   (p.  65).   In 2004  Björneborn  defines it slightly 







information   resources,   structures   and   technologies   on   the  whole 
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Further   studies   and   overviews  on   Webometrics   are,   for   example, 

























auf   die   Sachverhalte   des   Informationswesens   zur  Beschreibung   und 















und   damit   den   gesamten   Überschneidungsbereich   der   beiden 
Disziplinen abdeckt. (Nacke, 1979:220)
[Author's translation: All limit their scope either through their naming 
or   through   their   definition   either   in   the   area   of   mathematics   or 
information science to a subarea of the discipline. ... So far a term is 
missing,   that   omits   these   limitations   in   the  area   of  mathematics  or 
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[Author's translation: Not all  problems  in  information science can be 














or   spoken   communication,   as   well   as   recorded,   and   of   information 
needs and uses of the disadvantaged, not just the intellectual elite. It 
can   incorporate,   utilise,   and   extend   the   many   studies   of   the 
measurement  of   information  that   lie   outside   the  boundaries  of  both 
bibliometrics and scientometrics. … Two phenomena that have not, in 
the past, been seen as a part of bibliometrics or scientometrics, but fit 




review:  citation analysis,  word­related analyses,  author­related analyses, 
















Another   overview   on   Informetrics   can   be   found  in   an   special  issue  of 
Information Wissenschaft und Praxis  (Stock & Weber, 2006). Examples of 



































strongly   with   the   bell­shaped,   normal   or   Gaussian   distribution, 
























Bradfort  are,   for   example,  Brookes   (1968),  Bookstein  (1979),  Fairthorne
(1969) and Price (1976). A more mathematical approach has been taken by 
a number of  authors,   for example,  Sichel  (1985),   in a series of  papers, 





















 2   Theoretical Background
be listed there. Again out of all 1,325 entries for the whole alphabet 59% of 
the authors were listed just once, with the number of authors listed more 














“The   burden   of   publications   is   thus   unevenly   divided,   with   most 
















in   a   few  journals   specially  devoted  to   that   subject,   or   to   the  major 
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of   James   Joyce's   'Ulysses',   had   29,899  different  words   and   a   total   of 
















 2   Theoretical Background
Zipf's   law   has   also   been   validated  for   languages   other   then   English, 























different  rankings  of   LIS   journals   between 1952  and  1997   is   given  by 
Nisonger (1999). 
29



























journals:  American Libraries  and  Library Journal  decreased drastically in 
30
 3   Related Works
rank,   while   two   Information   Science  journals:  Scientometrics  and  MIS 
Quarterly  increased   substantially.   A   modification   of   the   deans   versus 
directors approach has been taken by Tjoumas & Blake (1992) comparing 












...   expert  perception can reflect  subtle  nuances of   journal   value not 
readily captured by citation data or other objective measures and that 
perception rankings reflect the collective judgment of domain specialists 
whose   knowledge   of   the   field   and   its   journals  may   reasonably   be 
presumed. (Nisonger & Davis, 2005:342)
It is also important to state that surveys of the prestige of journals are an 








 3   Related Works
differs   for  different  stakeholders and that  therefore different groups will 
produce different rankings for the same journals. This is especially an issue 
for diverse fields like LIS. Generally one should be aware that the “prestige 












some   new   ideas   from   it   successfully   into   practice”   (Schlögl   &   Stock,
2004:1155).
















Garfield,   founder of the Institute of Scientific  Information  (ISI)    who de­
veloped the JIF together with Irving Sher in the 1960s (Garfield & Sher,
1963). Since its introduction, JIF has been widely discussed by Garfield and 
others (Garfield, 1976,  1994a,  1994b,  1999,  2006;  Moed & Van Leeuwen,
1995;  Harter & Nisonger,  1997;  Glänzel  & Moed, 2002;  Sombatsompop,
Markpin, & Premkamolnetr, 2004). For this reason only a brief overview of 
all   related aspects  is   given.  For  a  more detailed overview  the  literature 
review written by Bensman (2007) provides a good starting point. The JIF 
can be roughly described as a measure that reflects the average number of 
times   articles  in   a   journal   are   cited   two   years   after   publication.  More 
formally it is defined as follows:
JIF Year n=
∑ Articles Published Yearn−1 &2

























































1991),  'burnout'   among   librarians  in public  libraries  (Blazek & Parrish,
























































ranking  journals by   importance.   In  another  study,  Schlögl  & Petschnig
(2005)  analyzed   the   editorial   policies   of   48   LIS   journals.   Their   study 


























the   journal   level,  which  means   this   thesis   analyzes what   journals   are 







ondary   sources   may   not   be   abstracted   by   any   one   of   them.”   (Gluck,
38
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lying mechanisms  for   the types of   literature scatter  so as  to answer 
suggested questions, such as: “To what degree is the overlap caused by 









the   number   of   journal   titles   or   articles   in   the   intersection   of   two 
secondary sources to the number in their union. (Gluck, 1990:43)
39




% Overlaptraditional  =  CAB−C    × 100
where
C : the number of common journals,
A : the number of journals in database A,
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both countries from the perspective of Luxembourg, Luxembourg shares a 







investigated   the   overlap   between   fourteen   different   databases   for   the 




% Overlap in Atwo−way  = CA   × 100
% Overlap  in Btwo−way  = CB   × 100
where
C : the number of common journals,
A : the number of journals in database A,































Penny Young, Horwitz,  & Cousin,  1990),  Architecture  (Giral  & Taylor,  1993),  Women 
studies (Gerhard, Jacobson, & Williamson, 1993), Biology (Lascar & Mendelsohn, 2002), 
Pesticides  (Meyer, Mehlman, Reeves, Origoni, Evans, & Sellers, 1983),  Current Events 
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Comprehensiveness   is   related  to   the  question of  how  completely  is   the 
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higher   the   share   on   all   unique   documents   retrieved,   the   higher   the 



























































































A   common   finding   from   all   studies,   where  more   than   one   topic   was 
searched, is that the coverage of different topics changes from database to 
database,   meaning   that   the   best   database   or   the   optimal   database 
combination is highly topic dependent (Meho & Spurgin, 2005).  Yerkey &
Glogowski (1990) also showed that when literature related to LIS topics is 

































 3   Related Works
terms for   identical concepts, or  if   the content of  an article  is described 
















ondary  services has been of   interest  already  in early   studies  (Gilchrist,
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subject   specific   databases   (INFODATA,   Current   Contents,   LISA,   LLIS, 



































































trum  für   Informationswissenschaft  und   ­praxis  der  Fachhochschule  Pots­
dam.12 Currently the database is accessable via three different hosts: STN 







Description   of   INFODATA   from   GBI­Genios:  ►http://www.gbi.de/r_profisuche/ 
INFO.htx?START=AE0&WID=16522­5750487­00604_3
57























14The   access   to   INFODATA   by   the   Informationszentrum   can   be   found   at: 
►http://fabdq.fh­potsdam.de/infodata/
15“Grundlage sind ca. 240 Periodika” ►http://fabdq.fh­potsdam.de/infodata/
16The   title   list   of   journals   used   for   Current   Contents   was   obtained   from: 
►http://forge.fh­potsdam.de/~BiB/neu/iz/CC/aktuell/ccgesamt.htm
58
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has an archive dating back to 1998 that can be searched free of charge. 
However,   retrieval  options are  limited as   there   is  only  brief   information 
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database had more than 304,000 records which, according to the producer, 
date as far back as 1984.18  It is hosted by Dialog® under the file number 
438   and   updated   monthly  (Dialog,   2006).   Library   Literature   and 
Information   Science  indexes   404   journals.   The   database  was   included 
because of its size and coverage of LIS related literature as well as its use in 
studies on LIS related databases before, for example Read & Smith, 2000.
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21The   title   list   of   journals   indexed   for   ISTA   can   be   found   at: 
►http://www.epnet.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=1&topicID=91
22The   title   list   of   journals   indexed   for  Expanded  Academic  ASAP  can   be   found   at: 
►http://www.gale.com/tlist/sb5019.xls
61
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4.1.9  Academic Search Premier (ASP)
The second comprehensive database used in the journal set is Academic 












































pension of   journals,   the  termination of   journals, different  journals with 
identical  titles and different  language   titles.  Problems  that   fall   into   the 
second category relating to technical shortcomings are: spelling errors, dis­
crepancies in the spelling of titles, wrong ISSN, missing ISSN, change of 





26The   title   list   of   LIS   journals   indexed   for   SSCI   can   be   found   at: 
►http://sunweb.isinet.com/cgi­bin/jrnlst/jlresults.cgi?PC=J&SC=NU
63













al  in 1997 became  EMedia Professional,  which then changed to  EMedia 
Magazine  in 1999, and in 2000 changed its name to  Emedia: The Digital  
Studio Magazine. Name changes often, but not necessarily, go hand in hand 




Librarianship   and   Information   Science  (pISSN   0961­0006   and   eISSN 
1741­6477), or in 2001 the Journal of the American Society for Information 
Science (pISSN 0002­8231 and eISSN 1097­4571) became the Journal of 
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. A third very common spelling discrepancy was the handling of the article 















in   LISA   the   Spanish   journal  Scire:   representacion   y   organizacion   del  
conocimiento was listed under the ISSN 1135­3761, but the last two digits 
(61) are in reverse order (16) in the correct ISSN. Another example is the 
journal  ITD:   Information   Technology   and   Disabilities  (ISSN   1073­5127) 
which appeared under the wrong ISSN 1073­5727 in both EZB and ISTA. 
Another drastic case was found in ISTA for the International Journal of In­
formation   Technology   &   Management:   it  was   listed   under   the   ISSN 
0267­5730. However, this ISSN is for the  International Journal of Techno­
69








change   is   a   major   or   a   minor   one.   Other   changes   in   continuing 

















of   the   journal's   ISSN.  Thus,  journals appearing  in  different publication 
70






































INFODATA 108 0 108
EZB 525 0 525
CC 23 0 23
LISA 413 0 413
LLIS 404 0 404
LISTA 604 144 748
ISTA 197 113 310
ASAP 74 0 74
ASP 119 0 119










INFODATA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
EZB ✓ ✓ ✓
CC ✓ ✓
LISA ✓ ✓ ✓
LLIS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
LISTA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ISTA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ASAP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ASP ✓ ✓









































































28The   downloaded   data   sets   are   on   the   CD   attached   to   this   thesis.   See   attached 
electronic data in the appendix for details on where to find them. 
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point of view (e.g. what the underlaying hardware and software structure 
is),   from an sociological point of  view  (e.g.  how  it   influences  the social 
environment of the employees) and of course from an information science 
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INFODATA 96.3% 3.7% 0.0%
104 4 0 108
EZB 89.3% 10.7% 0.0%
469 56 ­ 525
CC 95.7% 4.3% 0.0%
22 1 0 23
LISA 97.6% 2.4% 0.0%
403 10 0 413
LLIS 56.7% 35.6% 7.7%
229 144 31 404
LISTA 82.1% 14.2% 3.6%
496 86 22 604
ISTA 86.3% 13.2% 0.5%
170 26 1 197
ASAP 79.7% 20.3% 0.0%
59 15 0 74
ASP 80.7% 19.3% 0.0%
96 23 0 119
SSCI­ISLS 96.7% 3.3% 0.0%
58 2 0 60
ALL 80.3% 18.1% 1.6%
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from further analysis was necessary to ensure that all different sources will 
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master list were included by only one or two databases and just a small 
number   of   journals   were   indexed   by   the   majority   of   databases.   This 



























































































































1 SSCI­ISLS 58 55 94.8
2 ISTA 170 136 80.0
3 ASP 96 67 69.8
4 LISA 403 268 66.5
5 LLIS 229 150 65.5
6 LISTA 496 323 65.1
7 ASAP 59 37 62.7
8 CC 22 12 54.5
9 INFODATA 104 45 43.3
10 EZB 469 156 33.3
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5.3.2  Languages of LIS Journals
















(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
ASAP 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ASP 99.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SSCI­ISLS 94.8 3.4 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.0
ISTA 92.4 1.2 4.7 1.2 0.6 1.8 1.2
LLIS 91.3 3.5 4.8 2.6 0.4 0.9 1.3
LISTA 90.1 2.2 4.6 2.4 1.4 2.4 1.0
LISA 83.6 3.2 5.0 4.0 2.7 4.2 2.5
CC 68.2 40.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EZB 61.4 16.2 13.4 7.5 5.1 1.5 1.7
INFODATA 51.0 52.9 1.9 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
ALL 72.2 12.4 8.3 4.6 3.6 2.5 1.5
English German Romance
Ger­
manic¹ Slavic Asian Other²
Database
¹ Other than German;   ² Baltic, Finno­Hungarian, Altaic, Indo­Iranian, Afro­Asiatic






EZB CC LISA LLIS LISTA ISTA ASAP ASP ALL
53 288 15 337 209 447 157 59 95 55 699
55 76 9 13 8 11 2 2 120
1 16 4 2 5 19
10 4 2 12
5 2 1 6
2 3 2 2 5
2 2 2 2 2 1 2
1 1
6 11 1 6 3 1 17
Chinese 1 6 1 6 7
24 7 1 9 4 1 1 29
2 19 6 7 7 2 25
8 2 1 3 1 11
8 4 2 4 1 11
3 1 3
1 1
3 5 4 7
3 2 1 6
1 2 1 1 4






2 2 1 1 4
2 2 1 2 2 3
2 1 2
1 2 1 2
1 1
1 1











































































used  in this study  is necessary to  identify  the publications  from all 60 
countries. The databases with the widest international focus is EZB, listing
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  Table 5.7: Countries of LIS Journals
EZB CC LISA LLIS LISTA ISTA ASAP ASP ALL
1 1
1 1 1 1 2
5 6 4 8 4 4 3 13
1 8 2 9
Bangladesh 1 1 1
2 2
2 2
1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 5
1 1
2 13 12 12 17 4 3 3 2 30
Chile 2 2
China 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1
2 3 3 1 5
1 1 1 1
5 5
9 3 1 2 10
1 1
4 3 1 2 7
1 11 5 2 3 2 14
55 69 9 14 8 15 3 1 4 117
2 3 1 3 3 1 4
1 5 3 12 4 12




10 2 1 3 1 13
1 1
Japan 8 12 1 6 3 1 20
2 1 2
Malaysia 2 1 2 3
2 1 1 1 2
7 14 2 19 4 20 4 2 2 34
1 1 3 1 4
Nigeria 2 2
3 3
Pakistan 1 1 1 1
Peru 1 1
1 1
4 5 4 8
Portugal 4 4 3 2 1 6
2 2
2 2




1 3 1 1 5
3 6 2 7 2 3 7
17 5 5 1 1 1 19
1 17 2 2 3 18
4 1 5
Taiwan 1 5 1 7 1 8
1 1
1 2 1 2
UK 16 66 4 127 42 113 45 5 21 22 177


















































































































1 EZB 469 124 26.4
2 LLIS 229 31 13.5
3 INFODATA 104 12 11.5
4 ISTA 170 17 10.0
5 ASAP 59 5 8.5
6 LISTA 496 41 8.3
7 LISA 403 32 7.9
8 ASP 96 5 5.2
9 SSCI­ISLS 58 3 5.2
10 CC 22 0 0.0




























1 SSCI­ISLS 58 50 86.2
2 CC 22 10 45.5
3 ASAP 59 17 28.8
4 INFODATA 104 29 27.9
5 ISTA 170 43 25.3
6 ASP 96 19 19.8
7 LISA 403 73 18.1
8 LISTA 496 81 16.3
9 LLIS 229 33 14.4
10 EZB 469 27 5.8




















1 ASAP 1.33 5.06 0.18
2 INFODATA 1.01 4.73 0.08
3 LISTA 0.97 5.06 0.00
4 CC 0.95 2.12 0.30
5 SSCI­ISLS 0.89 4.73 0.00
6 ISTA 0.84 3.98 0.00
7 LISA 0.84 5.06 0.08
8 EZB 0.78 2.12 0.08
9 ASP 0.69 1.24 0.27
10 LLIS 0.60 1.56 0.00



























1 EZB 69 59.0%
2 INFODATA 55 47.0%
3 LISTA 15 12.8%
4 LISA 14 12.0%
5 CC 9 7.7%
6 LLIS 8 6.8%
7 SSCI 4 3.4%
8 ISTA 3 2.6%
9 ASP 1 0.9%




































































































































LISA 43 148 9
LLIS 31 110 5 156
LISTA 47 162 11 318 209
ISTA 31 94 5 129 99 157
ASAP 14 23 5 35 32 39 25
ASP 18 51 2 61 58 86 47 25
SSCI­ISLS 22 30 6 45 35 45 37 16 21






































































INFODATA (%) 34.6 21.2 41.3 29.8 45.2 29.8 13.5 17.3 21.2
EZB (%) 7.7 1.5 31.6 23.5 34.5 20.0 4.9 10.9 6.4
CC (%) 100.0 31.8 40.9 22.7 50.0 22.7 22.7 9.1 27.3
LISA (%) 10.7 36.7 2.2 38.7 78.9 32.0 8.7 15.1 11.2
LLIS (%) 13.5 48.0 2.2 68.1 91.3 43.2 14.0 25.3 15.3
LISTA (%) 9.5 32.7 2.2 64.1 42.1 31.7 7.9 17.3 9.1
ISTA (%) 18.2 55.3 2.9 75.9 58.2 92.4 14.7 27.6 21.8
ASAP (%) 23.7 39.0 8.5 59.3 54.2 66.1 42.4 42.4 27.1
ASP (%) 18.8 52.1 2.1 62.5 59.4 88.5 49.0 25.0 21.9
SSCI­ISLS (%) 37.9 51.7 10.3 77.6 60.3 77.6 63.8 27.6 36.2
* The data has to be read by row in order to get the value of overlap between two sources.
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number of journals searched in a minimum number of databases. In this 












MDS  has   already  been   used   in   other   studies   to   visualize   the   overlap 
between   different   databases   on   both   the   level   of   overlapping   articles 
(Walters & Wilder, 2003) and the level of overlapping journal titles (LaBorie,
et al. 1985). In this study the ALSCAL algorithm from SPSS was used to 
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gave poor results for the R² and stress level for the resulting plots in two 









































































































that a  wide  range  of   journals  is   responsible  for   the  overlap with  other 
disciplines. Indeed, most of the journals were only overlapping between LIS 
and one or two other discipline. Only three journals overlapped with four 
disciplines:  Behaviour   and   Information   Technology,   the   International  
Journal of Information Management  and  Social Science Computer Review. 
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Bundy & Matthews, 1993





























































most   relevant   journals,  but  to   give  a   comprehensive   listing  of   journals 
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available electronically ­ a claim that cannot be entirely fulfilled as some 
electronic journals are not included; for example, Information Technology for  
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6.3  Journal Rankings over Time
Pope's (1975:212) statement that “little work has been done in any field to  






















was still ranked fairly high. Similarly the  Journal  of  Documentation  was 
ranked core in all former studies, but just missed the criteria in this study. 
115
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rankings in this study then previously, indicating that several secondary 
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ISTA­LISA 17.4 12.3 7.6 10.8 29.1
ISTA­LLIS 11.5 10.1 n/a 7.4 33.0
ISTA­SSCI n/a n/a n/a 23.8 19.4
LISA­LLIS 36.7 26.0 n/a 25.4 32.8
LISA­SSCI n/a n/a n/a 9.2 10.8
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multiple databases. This  indicates  that   the  number of   sources used  is 
crucial for a reliable journal ranking, a fact also underlined by Goldstein 
(1973).   He   showed   that   the   list   of   core   journals,   defined   as   journals 
























































































pects   relevant  when   assessing   a   journal's   importance.   Nevertheless,   it 
provides a useful approach, as it seems plausible that no secondary source 



















































 7   Conclusion
assessing the different databases is therefore a comparison based on core 

















agement  Literature',  the LIS subsection of   the Gale Trade and  Industry 
database, and journals classified as LIS in SCOPUS®. For Russian journals 
including 'Referativnyi Zhurnal, Section 59 ­ Informatics' published by the 
All­Russian   Scientific   and   Technical   Information   Institute   of   Russian 




































































the   SCI.   For   an   overview   of   other   Citation   Indexes,   see  Norris   &
Oppenheim (2007).
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A   Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
  JCR
Stands for 'Journal Citation Reports'. The JCR is published annually by 
Thomson   Scientific   (  ►http://scientific.thomson.com/products/jcr/). 


























































databases   is   that   they   can   search   cited   references,   thus   enabling 
searches for articles that cite a specific work.
  Secondary Sources





























log®   under   the   file   number   480   or   online   at: 
►http://www.ulrichsweb.com
  Web of Science





to the  field of   Information Science. The main  journal  in this area  is 
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Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals XXXVI
Journal title and title addition JIF O
A
10 0730­9295 USA 0.41X 4
9 0306­4573 UK English 1.55X 6
9 Journal of Information Science (JIS) 0165­5515 1741­6485 UK Before 1978: The information scientist English 0.85X 6
9 Online : The leading magazine for information professionals0146­5422 USA English 0.48 6
8 0002­9769 USA Before 1970: ALA Bulletin English 11
8 Aslib Proceedings : New Information Perspectives 0001­253X UK English 0.44X 10
8 College and Research Libraries 0010­0870 USA English 1.16X 6
8 8755­6286 USA 2002 Incorporated: Link­Up English 11
8 Journal of Academic Librarianship (JAL), The 0099­1333 UK English 0.52X 6
8 1532­2882 1532­2890 USA English 1.56X 14
8 0740­8188 UK English 1.06X 4
8 Library Resources and Technical Services 0024­2527 USA English 0.71X 4
8 Library Trends 0024­2594 1559­0682 USA English 0.55X 4
8 1468­4527   UK English 0.75X 6
8 Program : Electronic Library and Information Systems 0033­0337 UK English 0.42X 4








































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals XXXVII
7 1931­6550 1550­8366 USA X 6
7 1041­7915 USA 10
7 0167­8329 X 4
7 1091­0808 USA 12
7 0167­5265 USA X 4
7 0268­4012 UK 0.75X 6
7 0022­0418 UK 1.44X 6
7 0961­0006 1741­6477 UK 0.42X 4
7 0193­0826 1540­3564 USA X 4
7 1536­5050 1558­9439 USA 1.21X X 4
7 1464­9055 UK 0.31X 4
7 0737­8831 USA X 4
7 0363­0277 USA 0.27X 22
7 0024­2519 1549­652X USA 0.53X 4
7 0024­2667 0.27X 4
7 1531­2542 1530­7131 USA 0.61X 4
7 1094­9054 USA 0.44X 4
7 1070­4795 USA X 10
7 0098­7913 UK X 4
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6 1195­096X 0.35X 4
6 0160­4953 UK X 4
6 0264­0473 UK 0.18X 6
6 0740­624X UK 0.45X 4
6 1471­1834 UK X 4
6 0340­0352 1745­2651 X X 4
6 0264­1615 UK 0.84X 4
6 1057­2317 UK X 4
6 1062­7375 USA X 4
6 1540­3572 USA X 4
6 0943­7444 0.30X 4
6 0024­2306 UK X 4
6 0024­2586 USA X 6
6 0276­3869 USA X 4
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6 1065­075X UK X 4
6 1386­6710 X
6 0276­3877 USA X 2
6 0090­7324 USA X 4
6 0737­7797 USA X 2
6 0361­526X USA X 4
6 0256­8861 X 3
6 0044­2380 0.08X 6
5 1389­0166 1573­7519 X 4
5 1361­3197 1361­3200 UK X 4
5 0163­9269 USA X 2
5 Bibliothek : Forschung und Praxis 0341­4183 X 3
5 0888­045X UK X 4
5 0006­2006 X X 6
5 0163­9374 USA X 4
5 0146­2679 USA X 4
5 0099­0086 USA 11
5 1069­1316 1545­2530 USA X 2
5 0276­3915 USA X 4
5 1082­9873 USA X 6
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5 0019­4131 UK X
5 Information ­ Wissenschaft und Praxis 1434­4653 8
5 0266­6669 1741­6469 UK 4
5 0197­2243 1087­6537 USA 0.80X 5
5 1087­5301 1540­4749 USA X 4
5 1092­1206 USA X 4
5 0896­3568   USA X 4
5 0748­5786 USA X 4
5 1061­9321 USA X 2
5 1198­9742 0.22X 4
5 0023­9283 USA 0.51X 4
5 1932­4855 1932­9555 USA X 4
5 0196­0075 USA X 2
5 0373­4447 Japan X 1
5 1522­0222 USA X X
5 0024­2535 UK X 9
5 1058­6768 X X 2
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5 1466­190X 1466­9358 UK X 4
5 1361­4568 UK X 2
5 1361­4576 1740­7869 UK X 2
5 1413­9936 Portugal X X 2
5 0161­6846 USA X 4
5 0034­5806 0.20X 4
5 1710­8535 X 4
5 0362­8930 USA 12
5 0194­262X USA X 4
5 1481­1782 USA X 6
5 0731­7131 USA X 4
5 0172­2190 UK X 4
4 0720­6763 4
4 0896­3576 USA X
4 0795­4778 X 2
4 1043­2094 USA X 6
4 0360­9081 USA X 2
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4 1050­6098 USA 6
4 0307­4722 UK X 4
4 1030­5033 X 4
4 0006­1972 12
4 1121­1490 X 4
4 0340­0301 X 10
4 1542­9806 USA X 3
4 1089­4667 USA X X 2
4 0003­9500 X 4
4 0971­4383 6
4 0012­4508 X 5
4 1704­8532 X X 3
4 1396­0466 USA X X 12
4 0966­4769 1560­8581 X X 1
4 0019­2104 USA X X 4
4 1535­2897 USA X 6
4 1040­1628 USA X 4
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4 0971­6726 X 4
4 1473­8716 UK X 4
4 0950­9879 UK
4 1432­5012 1432­1300 USA X
4 1066­2243 UK 0.61X 5
4 0187­358X X
4 1533­2748 USA X
4 1013­090X Taiwan X X 4
4 1080­2711 USA X X 3
4 1542­4065 1542­4073 USA X
4 0268­3962 UK 1.24X 4
4 1091­1367 1528­7017 USA X
4 1047­7845 USA X
4 0037­9816 1465­3907 UK X
4 0739­5086 USA X 1
4 1064­1211 USA X 6
4 1094­9046 USA X 5
4 0897­1986 USA X
4 Legal Information Management (BIALL) 1472­6696 1741­2021 UK 4
4 0270­319X USA X 4
4 0888­4463 USA X 4
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4 0023­3773 X 4
4 0957­9656 USA X 4
4 1058­8167 USA X 4
4 0028­1883 USA X 4
4 0307­4803 UK X 12
4 0029­2540 USA X X 2
4 0027­4380 USA X 4
4 1467­8047 UK X 3
4 1522­8959 1522­9114 USA X 4
4 1053­8801 USA X
4 1529­6407 USA X 2
4 0734­3310 UK X 4
4 0120­0976 X
4 0036­5602 4
4 0036­6595 UK X 4
4 1523­4320 USA X X 4
4 0138­9130 1.36X 12
4 0953­0460 1475­3308 UK X
4 1522­8886 USA X 4
4 0041­3917 12
4 0507­1925 X X 4
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3 1089­8689 USA 12
3 1046­8188 USA 5.06X
3 0044­636X USA 12
3 0002­4295 USA 2
3 0955­7490 UK X 3
3 8756­4173 USA 3
3 0315­9930 3
3 1395­0401 20
3 0772­7003 X 6
3 0340­000X 3
3 1507­7187 X X 12
3 0006­7377 X 4
3 0006­7385 USA 11
3 1048­5376 USA 3
3 Business Information Alert 1042­0746 USA
3 0008­7629 UK X 4
3 0008­820X USA X 4
3 1525­4011 1525­4003 USA
3 0009­4978 USA X 11
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3 0864­4659 X
3 0147­9733 USA 4
3 0001­0782 USA 1.51X 12
3 0196­3309 USA X 2
3 1471­3225 UK
3 0742­8227 USA X 1
3 0315­2340 4
3 0091­2085 USA 4
3 1715­720X X X 4
3 0015­6191 USA X 4
3 0016­8319 USA X 4
3 0018­5078 USA 6
3 1616­1017 0930­5181 4
3 1514­8327 X
3 1385­5328 11
3 0378­7206 2.12X 6
3 0049­7282 USA 3
3 1356­0395 UK 4
3 1386­4564 1.74X 6
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3 1073­5127 USA X X
3 0268­1102 USA X 4
3 1653­0225 X 4




3 1536­7967 USA X
3 1049­6505 USA X
3 0176­4268 USA 0.60X
3 1539­8285 USA X 4
3 1368­7506 USA X X 4
3 1087­5093 USA 3
3 0021­7298 Japan
3 1093­023X USA X
3 1344­8668 Japan X 4
3 1533­290X 1533­2918 USA X
3 1542­0353 USA X
3 1438­8871 2.89X X
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3 1067­5027 USA 3.98X 6
3 1708­6892 X
3 0042­6598 USA
3 0953­1513 UK 0.47X
3 1435­5205 X
3 1476­7171 UK X 12
3 0741­9058 UK
3 0734­3035 USA X
3 1542­4715 USA 7
3 0041­7904 USA 11
3 1394­6234 Malaysia X 2
3 1352­0229 UK
3 0949­5770 X 4
3 0276­7783 USA 4.73X 4
3 1361­4541 UK X 1
3 1093­7374 USA 4
3 0030­9956 Pakistan X 4
3 0006­128X USA X 4
3 0030­8188 X 4
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3 0032­8898 UK X 4
3 1052­5726 USA 2
3 0268­893X UK X 4
3 0000­0019 USA 51
3 0014­9527 1570­0690 X
3 1562­9392
3 0956­5698 UK X 3
3 0276­2048 USA 2
3 1023­9391 USA X 2
3 0889­9371 USA 11
3 1745­5782 UK
3 1496­6603 X X
3 0894­4393 USA 0.70X 4
3 1560­683X X X 4
3 0038­3686 USA 4
3 0972­2467 X 4
3 0272­0884 USA 6
3 0308­5961 UK 0.71X 12
3 0040­4446 USA 4
3 0893­6773 USA 6
3 0049­514X USA 4
3 1022­2588 X 4
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3 1086­9751 USA X 4
3 1092­7441 USA X X 2
2 0362­0250 USA
2 0305­826X UK 3
2 0921­7126 0.47X
2 AI Magazine 0738­4602 USA 1.00X
2 1544­3647 1470­4900 USA X 6




2 0972­5423 X 4
2 0066­4200 1550­8382 USA 1.39X 1
2 0924­669X USA 0.33X
2 0303­7940
2 1067­4993 USA X 2
2 0044­9423
2 0157­6895 X
2 0004­184X USA X 4
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2 0005­1098 UK 2.27X
2 1435­7607 4
2 1726­1694 Bangladesh X 2
2 0392­8586 1120­253X 12
2 1575­5886 X
2 1302­3217 X X 2
2 0067­9488 UK X
2 1098­7371 1529­1499 USA X 1
2 1055­4742 USA




2 0254­4784 Taiwan Chinese 4
2 1369­1848 UK X I
2 0266­3821 UK
2 1365­5760 UK
2 0007­9421 Portugal 4




































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LII
2 1065­0741 UK X
2 0008­5790
2 0412­3131 USA 3
2 1075­8496 USA X
2 1094­8007 USA X
2 0140­3664 0.44X
2 1389­1286 0.63X
2 1356­3289 UK X
2 0167­9236 1.16X 8
2 0724­4371 12
2 0148­1061 USA X   2
2 0957­9575 UK X
2 1076­0490 USA
2 0960­085X UK 0.86X
2 0266­4720 UK 0.12X
2 0742­7441 USA X




2 0017­8136 USA X




























Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LIII
2 1436­3011 6
2 0737­0024 USA 2.39X
2 IASA Journal 1021­562X UK
2 1018­9580 4
2 IEEE Intelligent Systems 1094­7167 1541­1672 USA 2.41X
2 0445­2429 Japan 4
2 ILA Reporter 0018­9979 USA 6
2 1468­1625 UK
2 0158­0876
2 0275­777X USA X 2
2 0104­0146 2
2 1360­0834 UK X




2 0968­5227 UK X
2 1570­1255 X 4
2 0020­0220 USA






































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LIV
2 1057­7939 USA
2 1385­951X USA X
2 0959­3845 UK X
2 0971­7102
2 1521­4672 USA X X
2 Innovation 1025­8892
2 0953­5438 UK 0.83X
2 1072­5220 USA 6
2 Interface 0270­6717 USA
2 0085­2015 USA
2 1011­8829 Portugal 4
2 0970­1850 X
2 1071­5819 UK 1.09X
2 0731­1265 USA
2 1068­9605 USA X
2 1360­0869 UK X
2 1096­7516 UK X 4
2 Jahresbericht : Deutsche Bibliothek 0172­3782 1
2 Jahresbericht : TIB/UB 3040­0859 1
2 0386­0507 Japan X
2 0021­9916 1460­2466 USA 1.16X 4
2 1330­1136 X X 4






























Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LV
2 0972­7272 X
2 1055­8896 USA X
2 1741­0398 UK X
2 1081­0730 USA 1.39X 4
2 1532­3269 USA X
2 0219­6492 X
2 1016­2364 Taiwan 0.24X 6
2 1024­1302 Taiwan X 4
2 1361­4169 UK X
2 1367­3270 UK X
2 0363­3640 Taiwan Chinese 2
2 1096­2123 USA X 3
2 0148­5598 USA 0.58X
2 1064­7570 USA X
2 1546­2234 USA X
2 1522­8835 USA X
2 1000­0135 China Chinese X 6
2 1077­6990 USA 0.69X
2 0732­5452 USA X 4
2 0023­1843 8
2 1335­7026 1336­0965 12







































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LVI
2 0204­2061 X X 2
2 Legal Information Alert 0883­1297 USA
2 0141­6561 UK X
2 1559­9132 1931­6100 USA X
2 0743­4839 USA
2 0263­0273 UK
2 1535­2102 USA 4
2 0922­6567 X
2 Media Perspektiven 0170­1754 12
2 1463­9238 UK 0.55X
2 1085­3502 USA
2 1615­634X 4
2 0194­388X USA 4
2 0945­5531
2 1546­4636 USA
2 0942­4962 USA 0.44X 6
2 1370­4621 USA 0.75X
2 0262­4079 UK 0.19
2 1177­3316 X 2





































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LVII
2 0029­148X 2
2 0192­6942 USA 1
2 0748­8831 USA




2 1054­7460 USA 1.00X
2 0033­202X
2 0163­5506 USA 6
2 1019­9926 UK X 4
2 0144­2384 UK
2 0887­3763 USA
2 0950­4125 UK 8




2 0271­3667 USA 6
2 0036­8059 USA 4
2 0263­6271 UK



































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LVIII
2 0385­0188 Japan 6
2 0306­0942 UK
2 1935­5246 USA 4
2 SIGIR Forum 0163­5840 USA
2 0355­0036 6
2 0038­0903 UK X 1
2 0284­4354 1653­5235 X I
2 0049­3155 USA 0.73X 4
2 1057­2252 USA X 4
2 1533­9165 USA X I
2 1475­939X UK X
2 0736­5853 UK X
2 1935­7052 USA X X 4
2 1528­9494 USA X 2
2 1300­0039 4
2 1615­5289 1615­5297 X
2 0176­9298 USA X 2
2 0160­4201 USA 6
















































1 0360­0300 USA 4.13X
1 1073­0516 USA X
1 1057­5308 USA
1 0065­2830 USA 1
1 0148­7868 USA
1 AGMB Aktuell 1433­612x
1 0951­5666 UK X
1 X 9






































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LX
1 0040­9650 Japan
1 USA X 1
1 1569­0679 1
1 USA X 1
1 0305­7887 UK
1 0083­1565 USA














1 1538­9006 1540­0492 USA 1
1 1538­8999 USA












































1 Basic News 1530­0870 USA
1 0144­929X UK 0.74X
1 Beitrage Jugendliteratur und Medien 0943­2795
1 1459­5044 3
1 1723­3550 1723­3410 3




1 1824­7733 1828­9444 1
1 0284­3536 I
1 1562­4730 Peru X







































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXII
1
1 0804­4147 1503­836X













1 1742­5581 USA; UK X X
1 X 4
1 0006­3983 1689­3190 4
1 1522­0524 USA
1 1403­9982
1 BLF Online X 4
1 Blickpunkt Bibliothek X 6
1 1568­2900 52
1 0006­5692 8



































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXIII
1 0006­5811 8
1 0257­6775 Island X 1
1 0213­6333
1 1555­6565 USA X X
1 0887­8978 USA
1 0006­7237 UK 4
1 1611­4280 0340­7373
1 X 2
1 Briefe zur Klassifikation X 2







1 1023­2125 Taiwan Chinese 4
1 USA X 2
1 1348­9186 Japan X 2




































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXIV












1 CISTI News International 0715­8661 4
1 1534­0937 USA
1 1536­8890 USA X 1
1 1098­6383 USA X
1 1201­9364 X
1 CMS­Journal X 2
1 0268­098X UK 3
1 COMLA Bulletin 1442­2409 4
1 0363­4523 USA X
1 1746­7616 UK X
1 1619­697X X



































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXV
1 0010­4787 USA 51
1 0341­5406 28
1 0010­4825 UK 1.07X




1 1553­3255 1553­3247 USA X
1 1135­9773 1136­2111 12
1 0111­8994 3
1 1575­9733 1133­3030
1 0716­162X Chile 1
1 USA X 1
1 1540­8760 USA X X
1 0011­3344 USA 11
1 1060­2356 USA
1 1201­7302 2
1 1137­5019 X X
1 1085­2417 USA



































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXVI





1 DFN Mitteilungen 0177­6894 4
1 Dialog mit Bibliotheken 0936­1138 2
1 1609­3941 X 2






1 0092­8615 USA 0.26X
1 1436­8021 12
1 1743­4793 UK 2
1 1854­3928 1581­9280 X 2
1 1478­0259 UK 3
1 0887­5189 USA X 2
1 EDLIBA News X 24
1 1740­7494 UK X






































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXVII
1 0942­6760 2




1 1479­5450 UK 12
1 0275­4924 USA 6
1 Futures (London) 0016­3287 UK 0.74X
1 1124­9137
1 1820­1245 4




1 1460­4582 UK X





1 0929­9408 1570­0003 4
1 1331­808X 1333­9575 3








































1 IATUL News 1560­8573 USA
1 ICON News 1749­8988 UK 6
1 0018­9448 USA 1.94X
1 1212­5075 12
1 1403­7211
1 USA X X 4
1 1028­0790 UK
1 1098­5735 USA 6
1 0306­4220 UK
1 INDICARE Monitor 1614­287X 12
1 Info SWB­Verbund X
1 1514­514X









































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXIX
1 0020­0255 USA 1.00X 24
1 Information Systems Journal 1350­1917 UK 1.54X 4
1 Information Systems Management 1058­0530 USA 0.65X
1 1047­7047 USA 2.54X 4
1 1369­118X UK X
1 8750­6874 USA 51
1 1330­0067 2
1 1450­9687 2
1 Innovation 0219­4023 X
1 1473­5707 UK X 2
1 1609­8757 1606­1993 2
1 1746­594X 1746­5958 UK 12
1 USA X X 6
1 1085­0724 USA
1 0128­4878 Malaysia X 2
1 1548­3320 USA X X
1 1340­9050 1347­6157 Japan X 2
1 1555­1229 1555­1237 USA X
1 1696­313X 1697­4735 X 4
1 1539­3100 USA X


































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXX
1 1550­1876 USA
1 1615­5262 X
1 1461­4111 UK X
1 1471­8197 UK X
1 1548­0666 USA
1 0967­0769 UK X
1 1744­2621 1744­263X UK X
1 1653­4360 X I
1 0267­5730 UK 0.23X
1 1545­7362 USA X
1 1614­1687 X X 2
1 USA X 4
1 1726­8125 Iran
1 1547­5840 1547­5867 USA X X 7
1 1611­2776 X 6
1
1 1335­793X 1336­0779 4
1 0935­9680 12
1 0917­1436 Japan



















































1 1083­6101 Israel X X 4
1 1540­7284 USA X
1 1539­2937 USA X
1 1545­0422 USA X
1 USA 4
1 1348­5857 1349­3302 Japan 1
1 1750­5968 UK X X
1 0913­3801 Japan 12
1 1022­7822 Iran 4
1 0888­7985 USA
1 1055­3096 USA X
















Jahresbericht : Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg not suppl. Germany German
Jahresbericht : Universitätsbibliothek Regensburg Germany German




















Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXII
1 1557­1319 1557­1327 USA X
1 1751­1577 X
1 1469­1930 UK X
1 0971­5544 X 6
1 1705­9232 X
1 0970­714X X
1 1606­7509 Taiwan X
1 0742­1222 USA 1.82X 4
1 1049­5142 USA X
1 USA
1 0022­359X 2
1 0197­1360 USA X
1 1536­9323 USA X X 12
1 1841­0715 4
1 USA X
1 1745­3054 UK X
1 1553­3611 USA X
1 1366­5626 UK X
1 1461­670x 1469­9699 UK
1 1840­0000 12







































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXIII
1 1801­5948 1801­3252 4
1 1213­8231
1 1210­1982 1336­247X 26
1 X 3
1 USA X
1 1477­8238 UK X
1 1369­7633 UK
1 1434­1107 1434­1115 X
1 Künstliche Intelligenz (KI) 0933­1875 4
1 1441­3760 X
1 0457­2483 USA 5
1 USA X 12
1 USA














































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXIV
1 0794­1900 Nigeria 1
1 0040­9669 Japan 6
1 1348­7884 Japan 2
1 0024­2160 1744­8581 UK X 4
1 1860­7950 X 4






1 1747­0242 UK 1
1 0025­2603 2
1 Russland X 1
1 0896­3908 USA
1 USA X 12
1 0025­6897 USA
1 0163­4437 UK 0.42X
1 1330­6928 X 2










































1 MLA Forum USA X 3
1 Museums Journal 0027­416X UK
1 1600­1281 1602­4990 4
1 Nachrichten aus den Staatlichen Archiven Bayerns 0721­9733 X 2
1 1480­5162 X 2
1 0034­5016 Taiwan 2
1 0146­3055 USA
1 0548­0019 Russland 12
1 0548­0027 Russland
1 0234­6699 Russland 6
1 0218­9410 1
1 1619­4594









































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXVI
1 1461­4154 UK
1 1403­2716 1403­1094 3
1 1581­4165 4
1 1529­1804 USA
1 1046­4336 USA 3
1 0360­8069 USA 1
1 X 4
1 0816­956X 6
1 0286­3200 Japan 4
1 0737­7770 USA
1 Online Mitteilungen 1015­1869 X
1 1745­8293 UK X X




1 0873­5670 Portugal 2
1 0067­6896 X
1 1591­2140 1591­2221 1
1 1911­9593 X X 2
1 0737­8939 USA



































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXVII
1 0960­1619 UK X 4
1 0718­0039 Chile X I
1 0386­2062 Japan 4
1 0031­8051 UK X




1 USA X 3
1 0032­8715 UK
1 1646­3153 Portugal X I
1 1430­7235 4
1 1050­6004 USA
1 1723­140X 1724­0611 1
1 Quadrat 1357­6666
















































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXVIII
1 X
1 1124­6332 1
1 0958­2029 UK 0.38X 3
1 1661­1802 X 2
1 1820­0109 2
1 USA 12
1 1414­0594 X X 1





1 0083­7261 1689­3182 X 1
1 1562­5419 Russland X
1 1742­2817 UK 1
1 1364­5064 UK
1 1652­3202 6
1 0890­3670 USA 0.30 24
1 USA X 50
1 1128­5656 X 1
1 1619­3989
1 1533­2969 USA X


































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXIX
1 1680­8975
1 0037­4806 UK
1 1548­3436 X I
1 0085­6118 1
1 0863­0682




1 STS Signal 0888­6563 USA









1 0385­4000 Japan 12




































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXX
1 Tübinger Bibliotheksinformationen not suppl. Germany German X 1
1 UKSG Serials­eNews 1476­0576 UK English 26
1 ULS Universe 1539­2619 USA English 2
1 0937­924X Germany Before ????: UNESCO­Dienst German 4
1 UNISIST newsletter 0379­2218 France English 3
1 University of Dar es Salaam Library Journal 0856­1818 Tanzania English 2
1 UOC Papers : e­Journal on the Knowledge­Society 1885­1541 Spain X 2
1 Uporabna Informatika 1318­1882 Slovenia Slovenian 4
1 VDB­Mitteilungen 1617­1071 Germany German X 2
1 Visual Resources Association Bulletin 1046­9001 USA English 3
1 Vorträge : BSZ­Kolloquium not suppl. Germany German X
1 Webology 1735­188X Iran English X X I
1 WESS Newsletter not suppl. USA English X 2
1 1478­8055 UK English
1 Wired 1059­1028 USA English
1 Wirtschaftsjournalist not suppl. Austria German 6
1 0042­8582 Germany German 52
1 Wissen Digital 1438­1494 Germany German
1 1615­3820 Germany German 4
1 Wolfenbütteler Bibliotheks­Informationen 0931­4032 Germany German 4


















Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXXI
1 WZB­Mitteilungen 0174­3120 X 4
1 1619­7984 4
1 ZKBW­Dialog 1433­7525
0 0131­6265 Russland 6
0 0869­608X Russland 6
0 0006­2022 2
0 0006­7407 USA 4
0 1066­274X USA 11
0 0736­0045 4
0 0010­1966 USA 3
0 0263­3248 UK
0 Computers in Human Services 0740­445X USA X
0 1525­4658 USA 12
0 0390­2439 4
0 0743­8613 USA 4
0 1546­3087 USA 6
0 1549­9596 1549­960X USA 3.42X 6








































Appendix: List of Library and Information Science Journals LXXXII
0 Paper Conservation News 0140­1033 UK English 3
0 Revista de Biblioteconomia de Brasilia 0100­7157 Brasil 2




























 Accessing the Attached Electronic Data  
The paper version of this thesis should contain an envelope with an optical 
data medium (CD) here. If the CD is missing for whatever reason, please 
contact   the   author.   The   contact   details   are   listed   in   the   introductory 
remarks.
LXXXV
A Scientometric Method to
Analyze Scientific Journals as Exempli-






Diese Magisterarbeit wurde mit dem ersten Preis für 
herausragende akademische Abschlussarbeiten des Vereins 
zur Förderung der Informationswissenschaft (VFI) 2008 
ausgezeichnet. Für Details zu den Vergabekriterien siehe: 
http://www.ub.tuwien.ac.at/vfi/VFI_Preis.html
The VFI awarded this Master Thesis first prize for outstanding 
academic theses in 2008. Eligible for this award are academic 
theses in the area of Information Science from Germany, 
Switzerland and Austria. For details see (currently only in 
German):
http://www.ub.tuwien.ac.at/vfi/VFI_Preis.html
Vergabe des VFI-Förderungspreises 2008 
 
Gemäss den Regelungen1 für die Vergabe des VFI-Förderungspreises wird bekanntgegeben: 
zu §8(a)   
Die Vergabekommission hat mit heutigem Datum über die Preisvergabe entschieden. 
zu §6(b)   
Die Kommission hat entschieden, in diesem Jahr einen ersten Preis, einen zweiten Preis und zwei dritte Preise 
zu vergeben. Folgende Arbeiten sollen prämiert werden: 
1. Preis: Sebastian Böll (Deutschland)  
A Scientometric Method to Analyze Scientific Journals as Exemplified by the Area of Information Science. 
Magisterarbeit, Univ. des Saarlandes, 2007. 
2. Preis: Dr. Michael Katzmayr (Österreich) 
Aufteilung des Erwerbungsbudgets und der Erwerbungskosten in Universitätsbibliotheken: Prinzipien 
wirtschaftlichen Handelns im Bestandsaufbau. Master-Thesis, Donau-Univ. Krems, 2008. 
3. Preis (a): Jenny Oltersdorf (Deutschland) 
RFID in Bibliotheken:Ökonomische, juristische und informationsethische Aspekte des Einsatzes von Radio 
Frequency Identification in Öffentlichen Bibliotheken. Magisterarbeit, Humboldt-Univ. zu Berlin, 2008. 
3. Preis (b): Matthias Harbeck (Deutschland) 
Das Massenmedium Comic als Marginalbestand im deutschen Bibliothekssystem? Analyse der Samm-
lungsstrategien und -absprachen in wissenschaftlichen und öffentlichen Bibliotheken. Master-Thesis, 
Humboldt-Univ. zu Berlin, 2008. 
 
zu §5(b)  
Die Kommission hat entschieden, das verfügbare Preisgeld von 2.000 Euro so aufzuteilen, dass auf den ersten 
Preis € 1.000, auf den zweiten Preis € 500 und auf die dritten Preise je € 250 Euro entfallen. 
zu §6(c)  
Die Kommission dankt allen Einreicherinnen und Einreichern für ihr Interesse am VFI-Förderungspreis. Sie hat 
ihre heutige Entscheidung einstimmig getroffen. Der erste Preis wird für eine Arbeit vergeben, in der einerseits 
der theoretische Stand zu einem Kernbereich der Informationswissenschaft kompetent und didaktisch anspre-
chend dargestellt wird und andererseits interessante methodische Ansätze empirisch verfolgt werden, wodurch 
sich auch eine solide Basis für weiterführende Forschungen ergibt. Mit dem zweiten Preis wird eine Arbeit 
prämiert, die einen bibliothekarischen Praxisbereich einer überzeugenden ökonomischen Analyse unterzieht. 
Die dritten Preise ergehen (a) an eine Arbeit, die eine aktuelle und zukunftsträchtige Technologie aus bibliothe-
karischer Sicht untersucht und dies in besonders übersichtlicher Weise darstellt, sowie (b) an eine Arbeit, die 
eine besonders originelle bibliothekarische Fragestellung engagiert und kenntnisreich analysiert. 
zu §8(b)  
Diese Entscheidung der Kommission wird vom Schriftführer des VFI allen Einsendern per E-Mail mitgeteilt. 
Die Verfasser/innen von Arbeiten, die für einen Preis vorgesehen sind, werden darüberhinaus auch schriftlich 




Dr. O. Oberhauser M.Phil. M.Sc. MLIS (Vorsitz) 
Mag. B. Bauer, Mag. B. Guba M.Sc., Mag. A. Hepperger M.Sc., Dipl.-Ing. R. Würzl 
 
Wien, am 19. Januar 2009 
                                                 
1 http://www.ub.tuwien.ac.at/vfi/VFI_Preis_Regelungen_2007.pdf 
Please cite as follows:
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Science. Saarbrücken : Saarland University, Information 
Science Master Thesis.
